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It's been a while since I asked you all about love. I've fallen in and out of love a few times since

then, and I'm not sure it was even love. This is the first time I've been actively dating and in intense

therapy at the same time and wow am I learning a lot about myself. There is so much I want to

somehow tie together here: what love is to me, how to build a solid foundation of self, feelings of

envy, what I truly want from a partner, from life, from my home, and how all of these things

influence each other.

and how would you like your eggs?

grandma's new apartment in Albuquerque. Seems psychologically significant to me. Anyway,

Runaway Bride. Seeing it for the first time with adult eyes was transformative. I do this thing where I  

find similarities between my life and the story in front of me. Sometimes it's a stretch, often it's me

trying to find meaning in everything, because somehow it makes life more beautiful. Or I'm a self-

centered brat. Either way, I saw myself in Julia Roberts' character. The kicker was the eggs, or more,

what the eggs symbolized.

Yesterday, March 3rd, my therapist and I were discussing my "love life" if you could call it that. She

loves to bluntly point things out to me (which I REALLY need). She says, "I think you are a person who

tends to lose themselves in their romantic interests." I can agree with this. I don't love it. I believe it

stems from a low sense of self and the need to please or take care of the people around me. She

then asks me if I've ever seen the movie Runaway Bride. I smiled, "the eggs." Like I said, it's not really

the eggs, but what they symbolized. Maggie Carpenter always ordered her eggs the same way as

her love interest, which we see a few different times in the film. However, I have always been

confident in my preference for scrambled eggs.

Now I am putting in the work to figure out what my symbolic eggs are. Who is Miranda? It seems like

an easy question, but, for someone who is so fluid in many aspects of her life, it is really hard to

pinpoint what is me and what is other people. And at the same time, accept that our true selves

can be influenced by other people. To answer this, I try to think of times I felt pure bliss and of times

I felt envy. Obviously, the moments where the magic of existence makes time stop, when my brain is

a bundle of firecrackers, when my heart forces my face to smile, will tell me a lot about the true

Miranda. But why envy? What even is envy?

Back in December I drove myself to Albuquerque to

be with my cousin while she gave birth to Serena. Of

course, "be with" meant something totally different

because of Covid but I'm trying not to dwell on that.

Before she went into labor we watched Runaway

Bride, a favorite of our late grandmothers. I cannot

succinctly put into words the relationship and safety

my cousin and my grandmother provide for me. I can

tell you in times of crisis, I often flashback to the last

time all of us were together. Maggie and I were

watching The Grinch Who Stole Christmas on a

portable DVD player in the living room of our 
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Circle back to therapy. In our group sessions this month we've

been breaking down each emotion. The day we discussed envy

absolutely changed everything. Reading through the words for

envy (specifically bitterness, disgruntled, dissatisfied, longing,

and resentment) made me realize a lot of what I thought was

anger, was actually envy. It felt gross. I associate envy with

pettiness and anger with power. I expressed this to the group

and asked if they thought envy was less socially acceptable

than anger. Their answer was yes. That society loves to label

things "good" or "bad," even emotions. In reality, all emotions

are neutral. They exist to tell us something, if we can

understand their language. So what is envy and what is it trying

to tell us? The way I feel envy is when I see other people 

and how would you like your eggs?

and think to myself, "I want that." Envy tells us what we want. It is not "bad," in fact, envy is normal.

OF COURSE we look at what others have and want those same things for ourselves. Envy itself is

not bad, however, the way that we interpret and react to feelings of envy can be effective or

ineffective. How we proceed from the "I want that" stage determines the effectiveness. Personally, I

internalize envy into poor self image. Then the self sabotage. I see my friend with a boy who

reciprocates her affection and intensity and so I seek out the closest thing I can find. But truly, what

I want, is real love. There are many ways to go about getting the things you want, often the

acceptable routes are conditioned by our environment. Keep in mind, acceptable does not mean

effective. It is important to recognize envy so that you can harness that emotion in an effective and

positive way.

Ok but how does this tie in to love and eggs? If I can pay attention to when I am feeling envious I

can get a better sense of what I want and what is important. Often times we feel envy of what

others appear to have or feel, but it isn't the whole picture. It's like seeing an Instagram feed,

curated by the artist. There's a lot you don't see. So figuring out what you want is only part of it. We

must accept there will be other things that come with the parts we want, and decide whether or not

it is something we can embrace or tolerate. Through the years I have collected my own red flags

and deal breakers (my personal favorite is that I no longer wish to put energy into people who make

me question myself and my reality). 



In the great search for the foundation of who I am, I came across this article on Psychology Today.

Because how do I figure out who I am if I don't even know what I'm looking for? Change and fluidity

are a huge part of who I am and that just complicates things even more. The article recommended I

take my vitals. Ok yes I can do that it's literally part of my working profession. But it's more than my

heart rate, my blood pressure, my oxygen saturation. Here are some of my vitals as an example:

Values - helping others, security, authenticity, learning, connectiveness, creativity

Interests - writing, new experiences, knitting, drawing, science, cities, accessibility

Temperament - selective extrovert, planner at heart and embracing spontaneity

Around the clock activities - night person, self care, exploring new places

Life mission and meaningful goals  - nursing degree, publish book, create home

Strengths - "book" smart, empathy, budgeting

It involves breaking yourself down to the core of who you are. Now that I've found a structure to set

this foundation, I have to figure out what would be compatible with this core soul. Does my partner

have to meet all of these requirements? I mean, ideally, yes? But realistically? I don't know. At what

point do you decide to settle? Is it really settling? It's good to have different interests and strengths.

But what about values, temperament, meaningful goals? I still don't know. I imagine I'll never know.

So I make a separate list. I know my vitals but what about what I want, what I need?

I don't need someone who is exactly like me, but someone who attempts to understand me and

respects me. Who doesn't necessarily love Beach House but understands WHY I love Beach House. I

need companionship. I need room to grow and freedom to change. I want someone to go out with

and I want someone to stay in with. I need to feel loved. I want someone who reads, who loves

music, who finds magic in small moments. I need someone who accepts my morbid sense of humor,

tolerates my annoying noises, and makes me feel secure in their love. I want someone to feed me

and tell me I'm pretty damnit. 

There's some negotiation allowed of course. Will I find someone who loves all of my annoying voices

and sound effects and specifically my habit of singing the same song lyric over and over all day

long? I can tone that down if needed. I can't tone down my need for security or adventure.

It's not realistic to expect one person to meet all of my wants.

I am navigating through the spectrum of love. I've met people I'm immediately entranced by, people

I desire afar because I am too afraid of messing up a friendship, people who meet my criteria but

don't quite spark my fire. What is the right path to follow? Will I ever be sure I picked the right path?

There will always be a level of uncertainty in big life decisions, especially in love. Everyone will

always have their opinion to offer.

So how do I like my eggs? I'm honestly not sure yet, I'm a work in progress.

and how would you like your eggs?
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I am a conglomeration of everyone I have ever loved

From the physical things - my mattress, my couch, the plant in my window

They follow me to specific places and certain parts of town

I taste them in the drinks I order, the cigarettes I smoke, and the snacks I buy

They sing to me in songs, sprinkled through old playlists. 

Some have entire playlists.

It is easy to dwell but

look how these people I've loved have enriched my life

I am thankful for them even when it hurts

thank you

clickclickclick
forforfor
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4Tpe4YRT07TkqUfw6wOJcW?si=rl9Lt-lPTTOu9z9-K-sOcQ


RECIPE FOR DEPRESSION



DBT SKILL: PLEASE

Treat Physical Illness - if you are able, go to the doctor when necessary. set

those workplace boundaries by calling out if you are sick. 

Balance Eating - try to avoid restricting and/or binging. also try to sneak in

some fruits and vegetables. this one is difficult for those who battle with

disordered eating. consistent nutrition is good for your cells, tissues, organs,

body. do it for your cells! oh and drink some freaking water.

Avoid Mood-Altering Substances - booooooo. just kidding. alcohol, weed,

etc can be an escape for some folx. sometimes it becomes too much of an

escape. we use them so we don't have to deal with ourselves or our feelings.

sometimes we use them so that sitcoms become outrageously funny.

Balance Sleep - consistency is important here, which is difficult for us night

shift workers. lately my before bed routine has been to write in my diary, read a

short section of whatever book, and fall asleep to the Just Break Up Podcast (10

out of 10 highly recommend)

Get Exercise - ugh I know. recently I've learned that walking counts as exercise

too. it doesn't have to be an hours long session in the pool or the gym. fresh air

is nice. your dog will probably appreciate the walk too.

This is the first of a handful of skills used to reduce vulnerability to emotion mind.

What the heck does that mean. It's a lot of DBT lingo for taking care of your body's

basic needs so that you are less susceptible to breaking down, reaching your limit,

etc. For example, if you haven't eaten all day you are more likely to lose your

tempter (see: hangry). This is an extremely loose acronym, I just remember it as

"PLEASE for the love of god take care of yourself." 



THANK YOU
FOR READING AND

SUBSCRIBING

Miranda Writes is a free
publication, however, if
you'd like to support this

newsletter and this
starving artist (therapy is

expensive y'all) we are now
accepting gifts via PayPal

or Venmo

http://paypal.me/mirandarohn

